Lihi Turjeman (born 1985) is an artist based in Tel-Aviv. She received her MFA from the
Bezalel Academy of Art in Jerusalem, and then attended the École national superior des
beaux-arts in Paris, as a visiting student. In 2015 she joined the ‘Cité international des Arts’
residency programme in Paris and received the Ministry of Culture Award for Young Artists.
Turjeman is a former resident of Artport TLV and currently a resident at the Fondazione
Spinola Banna in Italy.
Her large-scale painting installations are characterised by their monochromatic nature, and
revolve around space in all its forms and multiple meanings. Her works, which emphasise
the extreme duality of an epic approach and a microscopic attention to details, are drawn by
‘mapping’ and scratching the surface.
Her practice includes a manner that can be categorised as action painting, in which she performs physical actions on the surface of the painting. Through smearing, rubbing, peeling,
staining and gluing, she hardens the canvas fabric, while emphasising its folds and textures.
In Turjeman’s work, the canvas may function as a wall, a territory or a map yet to be drawn.
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Artist in residence at Fondazione Spinola Banna per l’Arte within the project
Resò - International Network for Art Residencies and Educational Programs
supported by Fondazione per l’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea CRT

The Fondazione Spinola Banna per l’Arte is one of the institutions that have embraced the
RESÒ Project – the International Network for Art Residencies and Educational Programmes – since its foundation in 2010.
The RESÒ Project, promoted and supported by the Fondazione per l’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea-CRT, is developed in the field of artistic training and involved some of the leading Piedmont institutions, such as the Albertina Academy of Fine Arts (Turin), Castello di
Rivoli, Museo d’Arte Contemporanea (Rivoli), a.titolo, Progetti per l’arte contemporanea
(Turin), GAI Associazione Circuito Giovani Artisti Italiani, Cittadellarte – Fondazione Pistoletto (Biella), Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo (Turin), PAV Parco Arte Vivente
(Turin), which are either in part or in whole dedicated to this activity in the sector of contemporary visual arts.
The intention that drives the RESÒ Project is that of weaving a network of residencies, linking up Piedmont institutions and other similar institutions around the world – such as Artport – Tel Aviv (Israel), Townhouse Gallery – Cairo (Egypt), Canberra Contemporary Art
Space – Canberra (Australia), Lugar a Dudas – Cali (Colombia), Biruchiy Contemporary
Art Project – Biruchiy (Ukraine), Khoj International Artists Association – New Delhi (India), Capacete, Rio de Janeiro and San Paolo (Brazil) and the Cairn Centre d’Art – Dignesles-Bains (France) with the aim of fostering an authentic exchange of artistic experiences and
knowledge, human first and foremost, and in the broadest sense possible, cultural as well.
As part of the RESÒ Project 2017, the Fondazione Spinola Banna per l’Arte hosted the
Israeli artist Lihi Turjeman for a residency of nine weeks, and the exhibition that we are
inaugurating today presents the public with the fruit of her work carried out in situ.
For the Fondazione, it was a privilege to be able to enter the atelier of Lihi Turjeman and follow her work, first ideational and then pictorial, generously shared with us step by step. Over
the course of her residency, Lihi Turjeman developed her experimentation on the decoration
of abandoned buildings, which represents the main theme of her artistic research, with an
investigation into the fresco technique and tearing practices in un recent study period in
Florence. This research, in contact with the Banna estate, led the artist to follow new paths
to develop her visual language. And in this uncovering of what time layers over art, in terms
of stratification, disaggregation and destruction, Lihi Turjeman seems to have found a vivid
and original source of inspiration, as the works on show allow us to perceive.
Luisella Molina
Director – Fondazione Spinola Banna per l’Arte

Every place, built over the course of time by men, possesses its own life, its history, and it is
imbibed in the identity of those who have lived there. It sometimes happens that these places
are abandoned or left unused for many years, becoming residual spaces, often derelict, left to
wrack and ruin. Yet this is no reason for them to lose their sense, their memory. The stratification of their walls tells the story of an everyday existence, a territory and its inhabitants.
These residual spaces are a priceless resource – as stated by the landscape artist Gilles Clement – ones which may be considered landscape just like spots of natural beauty, and this is
why it’s necessary to save them, to give them a new lease of life.
Indeed, Nuova vita is the study that links me to Lihi and to the EDIT. The reactivation of
these places is possible only when art becomes a concrete experience, when it’s a social connection and not far removed from everyday life. This is exactly what Lihi goes through – a
personal obsession, she says – when she inhabits abandoned spaces: she maps out their levels
and history, observing and discovering the signs of a long-lost domestic sphere, alongside
those of decay, human negligence and disintegration. It’s the same physical state as space,
which while interacting with the interior vision of the artist, with what she remembers and
what is unknown to her, allows for the construction of a new territory and thus the production of a cultural object, of a work of art that may be removed from the context in which
it originates yet which is still capable of saving and telling the story of what has been, through
a new existence.
In the GEAPOLITICA project, presented at the EDIT, Lihi continues her investigation
working through the concept of threshold only to move beyond it, while the onlooker remains confined to the edge of the canvas spread out on the ground. On one of the canvases appears the word HAVE, which, given our contemporary Anglo-Saxon drift, we might spontaneously associate with the English verb. However, the origin and the evocation
actually come from a place far closer to home, i.e. the entrance to the ‘House of the Faun’
in Pompeii: here it is the Latin word of welcome, AVE, orthographically reinforced by the
letter H before it. A simple letter is thus sufficient to trigger a table-turning of sense. And so
the same word that in ancient times was used to invite someone to cross the threshold and
enjoy all that which the guest would have found inside now seems to call on onlookers to
reflect on what they are owners of and what they would like to possess.
A reflection of the relationship between man and the Earth, meant both as Potency and as
Territory. The Earth itself, Terra, Gea, which Hesiod (in his Theogony) places as the first and
absolute basis of the entire mythological system that was to form the framework of the Greek and Latin universe for centuries to come. This ‘place’, which is at the same time imaginary
and ancestral, complex and primary, in all its acceptations would persist right up to the polis,
i.e. the city and the front doors of the houses of the people of which they are made up. They
are thus primordial borders, those of Lihi, like those of Gea, that reflect the history of their
people, their origins, as well as their geographical, ethnical and political settings.
Federica Barletta
Nicole Riefolo

